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Electrically injected, edge-emitting cleaved-facet violet laser diodes were realized using a 480 nm
thick lattice matched Si doped Al0.82In0.18N / GaN multilayer as the cladding on the n-side of the
waveguide. Far-field measurements verify strong mode confinement to the waveguide. An extra
voltage is measured and investigated using separate mesa structures with a single AlInN insertion.
This showed that the electron current has a small thermally activated shunt resistance with a barrier
of 0.135 eV and a current which scales according to Vn, where n ⬃ 3 at current densities appropriate
to laser operation. © 2011 American Institute of Physics. 关doi:10.1063/1.3589974兴
The Al1−xInxN alloy is of great interest for electronic1,2
and optoelectronic devices3–5 due to its large spontaneous
polarization fields and its high refractive index contrast
with GaN.7 Conventional visible laser diodes use strained
AlyGa1−yN 共with y in the range of 8%兲 materials as the
waveguide cladding layers where thicknesses of ⬎1 m are
required to minimize the leakage of the guided optical modes
into the high index GaN substrate. This requirement on layer
thickness could be reduced by using AlyGa1−yN with higher
Al composition, but this is not possible due to the excess
tensile strain introduced which causes cracking. On the other
hand the Al1−xInxN alloy is lattice matched to GaN for a
composition of x = 18.4% 共Ref. 6兲 for fully relaxed bulk
GaN, thus generating no strain in the heterostructure.
Furthermore the 8% refractive index contrast with GaN at
400 nm remains high even at wavelengths of 520 nm where
it is 6.25%.7 For Al0.08Ga0.92N the index contrast with GaN
at 400 nm and 520 nm is 1.7% and 0.8%, respectively. Thus,
for lasers around 400 nm, a thin AlInN cladding thickness
can be used while for longer wavelengths an increased optical mode confinement can be obtained which can compensate the reduced optical gain of InGaN quantum wells 共QWs兲
at those wavelengths.
Incorporation of AlInN into laser structures has not been
widely reported due to the difficulty in growing high quality
AlInN layers which is associated with the conflicting temperature requirements for the AlN and InN parts of the alloy.
Recently reports have been made on optically pumped
lasing8 and on electrically pumped lasing9,10 where a thin
layer of AlInN was used in combination with AlGaN to obtain improved far-field performance. In this letter, we report
electrically pumped lasing based on a multilayered AlInN/
GaN lower cladding. The current transport properties of the
n-doped, lattice matched AlInN/GaN multilayered structures
are also analyzed.
The structures were grown on a Thomas Swan 3 ⫻ 2⬙
close-coupled showerhead metal-organic chemical-vapor deposition reactor using c-plane, n-doped free standing GaN
a兲
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substrates with a dislocation density of ⬃1 – 2 ⫻ 107 cm−3. It
was found that when growing thick 共500 nm兲 AlInN layers
lattice matched with GaN, V-shape pits appear and the surface quality degraded. To combat this, we introduced thin
共⬍10 nm兲 GaN layers periodically which allowed a smooth
growing surface to be maintained. The best results were obtained with AlInN layers with thickness of ⬃50 nm.
The laser structure consists of an eight period, n-doped
共Si⬃ 7 ⫻ 1018 cm−3兲 multilayer sequence of 54 nm lattice
matched Al0.82In0.18N and 6 nm of GaN, a 100 nm n-type
GaN waveguiding layer, a four period InGaN/GaN quantum
well active region, a 10 nm Al0.2Ga0.8N: Mg electron blocking layer and a 100 nm p-type GaN upper waveguide. The
structure was completed by growing a 105 period of
Al0.14Ga0.86N / GaN: Mg 共2.5 nm/2.5 nm兲 p-cladding superlattice followed by a 25 nm Mg-doped p-GaN cap layer for
electrical contact, where the final 5 nm was p++ doped. The
calculated optical confinement factor for the structure is
2.25%.
The lasers were realized by forming lines of Pd 共50 nm兲
with different widths 共2 – 10 m兲 by electron beam evaporation and lift off. Pd acts both as the p-contact metallization
and as a self-aligned etch mask to define ridge waveguiding
structures by Cl2 based inductively coupled plasma etching
共ICP兲. After defining the ridge, a thin SiO2 isolation layer
was deposited, the oxide was opened on the top of the ridge
and a Ti/Au bond-pad metal was evaporated. The samples
were then thinned to 100 m and a Ti/Al/Ti/Au 共20/170/
5/50 nm兲 n-contact metallization was evaporated on the
thinned substrate. No alloying steps were used in the process.
The laser devices were then cleaved to different cavity
lengths and the uncoated devices were measured under
pulsed conditions 共100 ns with 0.1% duty cycle兲 to avoid
device heating. The electroluminescence spectra were collected using a fiber coupled spectrometer and the optical output power using a silicon photodiode from the same facet.
Figure 1 shows the light-current density-voltage 共L-J-V兲
characteristics with the inset showing the lasing spectral evolution from a 共2 ⫻ 900兲 m2 laser at room temperature.
Stimulated emission was observed at the wavelength of
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FIG. 1. 共Color online兲 Light-current density-voltage characteristics of a
900 m long uncoated laser. The inset shows the spectral evolution with
current density.

⬃394 nm with a threshold current density of 6.7 kA/ cm2.
Figure 2 shows the comparison and the reasonable
agreement between the measured vertical far-field laser
emissions from an output facet with the simulated far-field
which used a refractive index of 2.334 for the AlInN. It is
evident from the far-field measurement that there is no mode
leakage into the substrate and that the n-AlInN/GaN multistack acts as an excellent optical blocking layer due to its
large refractive index contrast with the active region. The
far-field from a reference laser which had a 150 period of
Al0.15Ga0.85N / GaN, 2.56 nm/2.6 nm cladding on the n-side is
compared with the laser with the AlInN/GaN cladding in the
inset. Mode leakage in the AlGaN clad laser is evident as a
perturbation in the far-field. This feature is problematic for
such lasers to be used in display applications. The wider
vertical divergence of laser diodes with AlInN n-waveguide
cladding layers compared to laser diodes with AlGaN
n-waveguide cladding layers confirms that AlInN offers tight
mode confinement.
The electrical measurements show an excess voltage for
the laser diodes with AlInN cladding. An excess voltage may
be expected as the heterointerface between AlInN and GaN
has a large conduction band offset which is suggested to be
as large as 1 eV 共Ref. 11兲 which will lead to a strong barrier
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FIG. 2. 共Color online兲 Measured and calculated vertical far-field from the
laser. The substrate is to the left of the waveguide region. The inset shows a
comparison of the far-fields from lasers with AlInN and AlGaN
n-waveguide cladding layers.
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FIG. 3. 共Color online兲 Schematic of the GaN/AlInN/GaN structure used to
study the vertical current transport 共ri = 12.5 m , ro = 32.5 m兲.

for the transport of electrons. In order to understand this and
the nature of the current transport through such structures, an
n-type 共Si兲 test structure containing a single AlInN layer was
investigated. The single Si-doped 共⬃7 ⫻ 1018 cm−3兲 54 nm
thick AlInN layer was grown on an n-GaN buffer layer 共350
nm兲 on a 3.5 m thick GaN template on sapphire and was
completed with a 100 nm of n-GaN. Circular mesas of different diameters were etched to the buffer layer with Ti/Al/
Ti/Pd 共20/170/5/50 nm兲 as the upper n-type metal contact
共Fig. 3兲. The Pd was used as the etch mask using ICP. Ti/Al/
Ti/Au 共20/170/5/50 nm兲 was deposited on the etched surface
as a lower Ohmic contact with a gap of 20 m between the
mesa and the bottom contact. The contacts were alloyed at
750 ° C. Four point circular transmission line measurements
on both the contacts revealed Ohmic contacts with specific
contact resistance values better than 3 ⫻ 10−5 ⍀ cm2 and 1
⫻ 10−6 ⍀ cm2, respectively. The measured sheet resistance
of the upper and lower layers is 186 ⍀ / sq and 21 ⍀ / sq,
respectively.
The current-voltage characteristics were measured for
vertical transport across the GaN–AlInN–GaN interfaces for
different diameter mesas 共10– 200 m兲 as a function of temperature 共0 – 200 ° C兲. The current is found to scale with the
area of the mesa at low bias 共V ⬍ 0.1 V兲 but not at higher
biases 共V ⬎ 0.1 V兲. At the higher biases the current is found
to scale according to the perimeter length of the mesa multiplied by a current spreading length, L, where L is found to
be in the range of 10– 20 m. This can be explained
as the current being through a shunt resistance at low bias
共see below兲 and across a diode-like structure at higher bias.
The origin of this diode-like behavior is the heterointerfaces between AlInN and GaN. In that case, due to current
crowding, a current spreading length can be estimated from12
sheet 2
sheet
Ls = 冑共c + Rtop
ttop兲 / Rbottom
, where c-the specific contact
resistivity of the top contact, ttop-the thickness of the top
sheet
sheet
and Rbottom
represent the sheet resistances
GaN layer, Rtop
of the top layer and the remaining buffer layer left after
etching. From the measured data L is calculated to be
12 m.
This shows that the current injection in the laser is homogeneous 共ridge width of 2 – 10 m兲 and reasonably homogeneous in the test structure used below 共25 m diameter兲. Figure 4 shows the forward bias 共applied to the top of
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FIG. 4. 共Color online兲 Temperature dependent forward bias-current density
curves from a 25 m diameter GaN/AlInN/GaN cylindrical mesa. A linear
and cubed dependence of the current density on voltage is shown for reference. The inset shows the temperature dependent forward and reverse bias
curves for the same device on a linear scale.

the mesa兲 temperature dependent current density against
voltage for a 25 m diameter mesa. The data is plotted in
a log-log scale in order to reveal the two different regimes
and the power dependence between J and V. At low bias
共V ⬍ 0.1 V兲 the current transport is resistive 共J = V / R兲 with
a strong temperature dependence for the resistance, R. This
is a shunt across the interfaces probably associated with
defects. The resistivity can be parametrized as
R = Ro exp共 / kT兲 with the barrier height,  being 0.135 eV.
We interpret this as the resistivity of the AlInN layer reducing with temperature due to ionization of donors which
is in line with a recent report of a trap state in AlInN being
0.12 eV below the conduction band edge.13 At higher
voltages the current density scales as Vn with n ⬃ 3. The
temperature dependence is much less suggesting a tunnel
component to this current. There is a voltage penalty of
about 0.8 V at carrier densities appropriate to lasing
共6 kA/ cm2兲. Note that in actual laser structures the number
of AlInN/GaN stacks is 8, leading to an expected excess
voltage of 6.4 V, in qualitative agreement with the result in
Fig. 1. We have observed a reduction in the excess voltage
with poor quality 共V-pits兲 AlInN cladding layers, suggesting
the possible role of V-pits as short circuits. This, however, is
at the expense of degraded QWs and larger optical losses,
and therefore cannot be used as a solution for reducing the
excess voltage.
The inset in Fig. 4 shows the same forward data along
with the reverse J-V data presented on a linear scale. This
shows a small asymmetry between the forward and reverse

directions of current flow and the asymmetry reduces with
temperature. Since the current is due to electron transport
across each GaN–AlInN in turn, this suggests that there is a
small built-in asymmetry between the band structure at the
upper and lower interfaces which is overcome at higher temperatures where thermionic emission transport dominates.
In summary, we have achieved lasing with an n-type
AlInN/GaN multistack lower waveguide cladding. Vertical
far-field measurements showed that AlInN is very effective
in confining the mode; it is superior to the use of thick AlGaN. Current transport through the AlInN is due to a temperature activated shunt resistance and a tunnel-like current
at lasing current densities. The need to use multiple AlInN
layers to maintain good crystalline quality results in an additional voltage drop in the device. The voltage drop can be
decreased by increasing the doping level, grading the interfaces or by making intracavity contacts to the n-guide region.
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